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celled, with wavy or crenate ridges.) Fresh Leaves And Flowering Tops. Leaves--Balmate, divided, to
the pe-tiole (or leaf-stalk), into five deeply-cut, wedge-shaped lobes, each lobe having pointed
segments. Flowers--A raceme of irregular deep-blue flowers. Fruit--Dry; hard;follicular.) Fresh Tops-
-Evergreen branches densely covered with minute thick leaves in four rows. Odour--Strong. Taste--
Acrid;bitter. (Fruit--Round, purple, size of currant.) Leaves--Alternate, rugose. (Flowers--Crimson,
hanging, bell-shaped, ar-ranged on an elongated main stalk.) Fresh Leaves With Branches. Leaves--
Alternate, three to six inches, long; short leaf-stalks;egg-shaped, sharp-pointed, smooth, soft;
margin undivided;often in pairs of unequal size (important character). (Flower--Solitary, bell-
shaped, purple. Fruit--Violet-black berry, two-colled, sizo of PAST III.--Adulterations. The substitution
of spurious or adulterated for genuine drugs is one of those abuses that, fortunately, with the
increase of scientific knowledge, is very materially decreasing; still, great care must continue to be
exercised. To still further decrease this evil, and to facilitate a greater...
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Completely one of the best publication I have actually read. Indeed, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Your lifestyle span will
likely be transform when you complete reading this book.
-- Mr s. Ag ustina  K em m er  V-- Mr s. Ag ustina  K em m er  V

The book is straightforward in read safer to recognize. This really is for anyone who statte there had not been a worthy of looking at. You may like just how
the blogger create this publication.
-- Fr iedr ich Nola n-- Fr iedr ich Nola n
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